
Department of Civil Engineering, 111 Kharagpur 
End-Autumn Semester (2011-12) Examination. Time: 3Hrs. 

Sub: Design ofHydraulic Structures (CE31111); Max. Marks: 50 

Answer any 10 questions. Each question carries 5 marks. Make suitable assumption, wherever necessary. 
__ :..---··-------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------
i. 

2. Daily discharge of a river at a certain location is measured by dividing it into the following sections. The average 
velocities recorded t h f · I · d. t d Wh t · th d. h · h ? a eac sec 1on 1s a so 1n 1ca e : a IS e 1sc arge m t e nver. 

Section 1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9 10 
Depth (m) 1.2 1.5 2.1 3.4 5.4 4.3 4.0 2.5 1.4 0.8 
Velocity (m/s) 0.1 0.3 0.7 0.9 1.1 0.8 0.6 0.4 0.2 0.1 

Sections 1 and 10 are located at 5m from the respect1ve banks and the d1stance between subsequent section$ is 1Om. 

What is the Kinetic Energy Correction Factor (a,) for the river section? (a= fu
3

d4, u =velocity, u =average v~lccity) 
-3 . VA _ 

::;_ A small dam creates a reservoir across a river. For designing the spillway of the dam, flood routing is needetl fortlood 
corresponding to the rainfall as given in the following table. Consider an infiltration rate of 5mm per hour and 1 em Unit 
Hydrograph (UH) for the catchment at the location as mentioned 

Time (hour) 1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9 10 
Rainfall (mm) 25 35 20 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 
UH Discharge (m"/s) 10 40 100 70 50 30 20 10 5 2 

7. For a barrage located downstream of the dam in Questions 3 to 6, suggest the waterway assuming the flood in 
the said questions as the "Design Flood". Assume a Silt Factor of 1.2 and considering a looseness factor, obtain a 
final value of the waterway. Also suggest the bottom elevation of the sheet pile designed to be safe against scour. 

& Design a trapezoidal channel having a side slope of 3H:1V for a design discharge of 10m3/s, using the Tractive 
Force Method of Lane. The channel longitudinal slope is 0.00025 and the channel is excavated through fine 
gravel having particle size of 8 mm. Assume that the canal bed particles have a critical shear stress of 7.18N/mrr/ 
and angle of friction 0=24°. For channel discharge capacity, you may use Manning's equation with n=0.024. 
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9. T~te concrete floor of a barrage is 13m long and horizontal. The floor is provided with sheet piles - l.o E ~ 

as: upstream 1.5m below and downstream 2.0m below the floor level. Using the given formula, _ ' ~ b:z.. -"" 
determine the minimum average thickness of the floor that makes the structure stable. The ol.. :::. b tel ol. 1..

1 
upstream water level is 1.5m above the floor. If the permissible exit gradient is 0.18, check if the 1 

4' D J. .. (i 
floor is safe against piping or not. ...~-. _ .1.. rd-'(" -I) _,( ? -1 "1 'll. r:-:---:-::- J ,_ 

G _ +f I 't"e.- 1t '-tT.l ''' • A. ::.1 (a\ J',-tl • A:: lCC'! .!!.! ''1"=- .!1+ol.1'1.- l+ol.:.. 
l> -Of "7[.,:0: 7 I 'I" c. lt T I 't'~ i\ ~ '2. 

10. Sketch the stress variation at the base of the adjacent concrete dam section, for the following I\ =- J 1 t~,1. .,... J ltd_."l-
conditions: (a) Reservoir dry; (b) Reservoir full and uplift; (c) Reservoir full and uplift, but with a -
crack at the base that extends to 1Om from the upstream. Comment if the dam is stable under 2-
condition (c). 

11 _ For the dam section of Q1 0, compute the horizontal and vertical seismic forces if the horizontal and 
vertical acceleration coefficients, ah and av. are assumed to vary linearly from zero at the base of 
the dam to to 0.75a and 1.50a respectively at the top, where a is equal to l3lao and ao is the Basic 
Seismic Coefficient, equal to 0.01 (considering the dam to be in Zone I}, I is the Importance Factor 
(equal to 2 for dams), 13 is the Soil-foundation System Factor, equal to 1.0 for dams. 
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